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DiveThru is a mental wellness company that helps people
DiveThru what they go thru. We work with mental health

professionals and influential voices to create resources that help
our community take charge of their mental wellbeing. From

podcasts and articles to online programs and newsletters, our
tools support young people and their mental wellness.

stats as reported by ADAA 

Who We Are
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Quiet Their Mind

Improve Body Image

Alleviate Stress

Resolve Conflict

Through our mobile app and online channels, 
our content based resources help young people:

What We Do

DiveThru Whatever They're Going Thru



Sophie had built an audience of over 500,000 people through her social channels where she regularly
talked about physical wellness. You knowwwwwww, work out, eat well and smile? That kind of stuff. In
reality? Her mental health was struggling. She was continually pretending to be fine when she was, in

fact, very much not fine.
 

Flash forward to that terrible graphic feeling we described… Sophie was traveling for work, and her
mental health had had enough. Upon boarding a connecting flight, her body and mind revolted and
threw her into a full on panic attack. The end result? A 38 hour drive home… 3200 kilometers to be

exact.
 

After arriving home from her cross country drive, she realized she could no longer pretend things were
fine and embarked on a journey that involved a whole lot of crying, journaling, therapy and self

realizations.
 

After finding stable ground, Sophie began sharing her experience with her audience. She was both
comforted and upset to learn that so many people felt the same as she did. She also realized quickly

that there wasn’t a place where people could discuss their experiences and learn about themselves at
the same time. Additionally, she saw that mental health support often came (and continues to come)

with a high price tag or academic terminology that gets in the way of accessing help.
Because of this and a desire to prevent others from feeling like they were going to shit their pants and

throw up at the same time, Sophie began building DiveThru.

Have you ever felt like you were going to shit your pants and
throw up at the same time? Graphic, we know, but that

feeling is exactly why our founder, Sophie Gray, set out to
build DiveThru. So, let us tell you what went down…

Our Story



Everything found within the
DiveThru is created in

collaboration with mental
health professionals. 

Our DiveThru
Therapists

Dr. Sasha Hamdani
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Simone Saunders
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Dr. Justin Puder
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Hannah Fuhlendorf
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Natalie Asayag

Dr. Han Ren
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interested in
connecting?
For more information and to discuss
things further, please contact us at:

Daman Grewal
PR Coordinator

daman@divethru.com


